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Escape the Fate

Escape The Fate
Something
Submitted by: paramore_fans@yahoo.com

Key: C#

Tuning: Standard EADGBe

Chords used:
Bbm -   x13321
G# -    466544
C# -    x46664
G# -    466544
Ebm -   x68876
Fm -    133111
Cm -    x35543

Intro: C#--, F#--Bbm--F#--Bbm-C#

Verse 1:
F#
  So now your running
                Bbm
Its hard to see clearly
When I make you angry
                   F#
We re stuck in the past
And now your screaming
              Bbm
So can you forgive me
Iv e treated you badly
             F#
But Im still here
Sometimes i wonder
             Bbm
Why im still waiting
Sometimes im shaking
              F#
Thats how you make me
Sometimes i question
             Bbm
why im still here
Sometimes i think
im going crazy



Refrain:
Ebm(hold)
  Can you help me 
         F#
out next time?

Chorus 1:
C#            Fm
  And now you wish that
          Bbm
you meant something
F#            Fm
  And now you wish that
          Bbm
you meant something
   G#
to somebody else
C#            Fm
  And now you wish that
          Bbm
you meant something
F#            Fm
  And now you wish that
          Bbm
you meant something
to somebody else

Post Chorus:
F#
  something 
to sombody else
Bbm
  Something to 
somebody else

Verse 2:
F#
  You look at me 
threw clouded eyes
I know you can 
             Bbm
see threw my lies
See the sky
see the stars
All of this 
         F#
could be ours
Out of sight
out of mind
We ve been threw 



          Bbm
this 1000 times
Turn your back
and then
you make me
so crazy

(Repeat Refrain and Chorus 1)

Bridge:
Bbm        Ebm
  You know I ll
        Cm
wait forever
    C#      Fm
Yes I would wait
(i would wait)
Bbm        Ebm
  You know I would
         Cm
wait for you
    C#      Fm(hold)
Yes I would wait

Chorus 2:
C#            Fm
  And now you wish that
          Bbm
you meant something
F#            Fm
  And now you wish that
          Bbm(hold)
you meant something
to somebody else
C#            Fm
  And now you wish that
          Bbm
you meant someone
F#            Fm
  And now you wish that
          Bbm
you meant something
   G#
to somebody else
C#            Fm
  And I m the one that
         Bbm
you knew something
F#              Fm
  But still you wish that



          Bbm(hold)
you meant something
to somebody else

Outro:
F#
  something 
to sombody else
Bbm
  Something to 
C#
somebody else
F#
  something 
to sombody else
Bbm
  Something to
sombody else


